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ABSTRACT: How do local reactivity descriptors, such as the
Fukui function and the local spin density distribution, shape the
potential energy surface (PES) associated with chemical reactions
and thus govern reactivity trends and regioselective preferences?
This is the question that is addressed here through a qualitative
valence bond (VB) analysis. We demonstrate that common density
functional theory (DFT)-based local reactivity descriptors can
essentially be regardedin one way or anotheras indirect
measures of delocalization, i.e., resonance stabilization, of the
reactants within VB theory. The inherent connection between
(spatial) delocalization and (energetic) resonance stabilization
embedded in VB theory provides a natural and elegant framework for analyzing and comprehending the impact of individual local
reactivity descriptors on the global PES. Our analysis provides new insights into the role played by local reactivity descriptors and
illustrates under which conditions they can sometimes fail to predict reactivity trends and regioselective preferences, e.g., in the case
of ambident reactivity. This treatment constitutes a f irst step toward a unif ication of VB theory and conceptual DFT.

■ INTRODUCTION

Local reactivity descriptors, e.g., the Fukui function, the local
softness, and the local spin density distribution, play a central
role within the field of theoretical chemistry, and particularly
within conceptual density functional theory (CDFT), as
convenient and powerful tools to infer reactivity trends and
regioselective preferences.1−6 A vast literature has emerged
around this topic in recent decades, and countless chemical
systems have been identified for which a local reactivity
descriptor approach provides an insightful framework for
analysis.7−10 Next to the many successes, however, a couple of
problematic cases have been identified as well, for which the
local reactivity descriptors fail to reproduce the reactivity
trends/regioselective preference observed experimentally, e.g.,
ambident reactivity.11−13

Many reactivity descriptors, especially those originating from
CDFT, emerge from a perturbational approach; i.e., they are
initial response properties of the considered chemical system
under perturbations caused by the approach of a second
reactant.1 For example, the Fukui function corresponds to the
response of the electron density of the chemical system to a
change in the number of electrons, i.e., to electron transfer.
Depending on whether an electron is added to, or removed
from, the chemical system under consideration, one effectively
ends up with the densities associated with the highest occupied
and/or lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs and
LUMOs, which are also the central entities of interest in

frontier molecular orbital theory).14 It has been amply
demonstrated that consideration of the atom-condensed
Fukui function values for a chemical system enables the
identification of the site(s) most prone to either electrophilic
or nucleophilic attack.1−3 In a similar way, the magnitudes of
atom-condensed spin densities have recently been connected
phenomenologically to the tendency of (di/poly)radical
compounds to take part in radical reactions.6

Since all (local) reactivity descriptors are essentially
properties of (one of) the isolated reaction partners, the
observation that they enable prediction of reaction pathway
preferences implies that, somehow, these properties shape the
potential energy surfaces (PESs) associated with the respective
competing reaction pathways across the entire reaction coordinate
in a decisive way.
Even though the latter statement is an obvious prerequisite

for a reactivity descriptor to have any predictive power, the
exact mechanism through which the descriptors mentioned
above impact the overall PES has received comparatively little
attention so far. As already indicated, many reactivity
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descriptors have been cast within CDFT theory as measures
which enable us to identify the reaction pathway whichat the
onset of the reactionprovides the optimal energetic response
of the system. But, does this initial response trend necessarily
persist throughout the entire reaction? Additionally, to what
extent do these individual descriptors impact the kinetics, i.e.,
the reaction barriers, versus the thermodynamic driving forces,
i.e., the endo-/exothermicity, associated with the different
competing reaction pathways?
To the best of our knowledge, these are outstanding issues

which have not yet been addressed in a clear and conclusive
way. In fact, it is worth mentioning here that the broader
kinetics vs thermodynamics conundrum, associated with local
reactivity descriptors, figured prominently as one of the “issues
of reflection concerning the future of CDFT”, identified during
a recent round-table discussion among leading experts within
the CDFT field; cf. ref 3. As such, in the present contribution,
we address the following questions: how do the properties of
the reactants impact the PES of their particular reaction, and to
what extent can local reactivity descriptors be trusted to
accurately discriminate between different reaction pathways
and identify the most favorable one?
To this end, we turn to qualitative valence bond (VB)

theory, which enables the lucid and insightful description of
the shape of the PES associated with a reaction.15−19 As we
demonstrate below, many common local reactivity descriptors
can essentially be regarded within VB theoryin one way or
anotheras indirect measures of delocalization, i.e., resonance
stabilization, of the reactants. The inherent connection
between (spatial) delocalization and (energetic) resonance
stabilization embedded in this theory provides a natural and
elegant framework through which the impact of individual
local reactivity descriptors on the global PES can be analyzed
and understood. As such, our analysis constitutes a first step
toward an eventual unification of VB theory and CDFT.20

Initially, we focus mainly on the role of the spin density
distribution on radical reactions. Subsequently, we discuss
briefly the role played by the Fukui function in nucleophilic/
electrophilic reactions. Overall, our analysis provides new
insights into the role played by local reactivity descriptors and
illustrates under which conditions they can sometimes fail to
predict reactivity trends and regioselective preferences.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Geometry optimizations of the various species were carried out at the
(U)B3LYP/cc-pVTZ21 level of theory with the help of the
Gaussian09 program (the 6-311++G** basis set was tested as well
and gave almost identical results; cf. Section S2 in the Supporting
Information).22 Atomic charges and (condensed) spin density
distributions were determined from a natural population (NBO)
analysis.23 Atom-condensed Fukui function ( f−) amplitudes for a
vinyloxy anion were determined by subtracting the atom-condensed
NBO electron densities for the uncharged species, i.e., vinyloxy anion
from which one electron has been removed, from the corresponding
densities obtained for the original anionic species (cf. eq 3 below).
All VB calculations were carried out with the XMVB software

package24 at the VBSCF level of theory with a 6-311++G** basis set
on the optimized geometries resulting from the Gaussian09
calculations. Due to the planarity of the molecules, the π- and σ-
systems could be separated, enabling the VB procedure to be
effectively limited to the π-atomic orbitals (the σ-system was treated
as frozen MO orbitals).25 For each of the considered molecules, the
VB structures were constructed from hybrid atomic orbitals (HAOs),
and both ionic and covalent structures were explicitly taken into
account.15 The energies associated with specific adiabatic states were

determined in separate VBSCF calculations involving the correspond-
ing subset of structures contributing to this state.15

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Qualitative Valence Bond Theory. Let us start by

introducing some elementary notions concerning qualitative
valence bond (VB) theory. As indicated in the Introduction,
qualitative VB analysis involves the construction of VB
reactivity diagrams which reflect the shape of the PES
associated with a given chemical system along a chosen
reaction coordinate. Usually, one starts by examining the
evolution of the so-called “diabatic curves”, which represent
the wave function associated with a limited number of VB
structures; i.e., they correspond to a localized VB configuration
(e.g., a specific Lewis structure of the reactants or products).
These individual diabatic curves interact along the reaction
coordinate, and collectively they give rise to the “adiabatic”
curve, i.e., the full ground-state PES associated with the
chemical system under consideration (vide inf ra).
A comprehensive guide on the systematic construction of

VB diagrams for the treatment of chemical reactivity problems
can be found in Chapter 6 of ref 15. An alternative
introduction to this topic can be found in the recent tutorial
in ref 18. Here we present a concise overview of the main
features of such diagrams, using a simple (and well-described)6

model reaction: the (radical) hydrogen abstraction reaction
between H3C

• and H-SiH3 (cf. Figure 1).

The first step toward the construction of a VB diagram
involves the plotting of the diabatic energy curves correspond-
ing to the electronic structure of the reactants and products for
the considered reaction as a function of the reaction
coordinate. For the simple model reaction considered here,
the H−SiH3 bond in the reactant (R) and the H−CH3 bond in
the product (P) canin the first instancebe approximated
respectively by the Heitler−London (HL) VB structures 1R
and 2P, wherein the arched lines connecting the electrons
signify singlet electron pairing. By definition, the optimal

Figure 1. VB structure set contributing to the state wave function
throughout the H-abstraction reaction. 1R and 2P are the covalent or
Heitler−London (HL) structures describing the H−SiH3 bond in the
reactant (R) and the H−CH3 bond in the product (P), respectively.
The remaining structures (3−10) are ionic and charge-transfer (CT)
structures, which mix into the wave function to a variable extent
throughout the transformation.
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reactant geometry is the geometry stabilizing structure 1R the
most, whereas the optimal product geometry is the one
stabilizing structure 2P the most. These two limiting geo-
metries are connected through the reaction coordinate. As one
proceeds from the optimal reactant geometry toward the
optimal product geometry, 1R will rise in energy (due to Si−H
bond dissociation while creating C−H Pauli repulsion). At the
optimal product geometry, 1R can be considered as an
approximation to the promotedor excitedstate of the
product P, which is usually denoted by P*. Equivalently, 2P will
also rise in energy as one moves away from the optimal
product geometry, and, at the optimal reactant geometry, this
VB structure can be considered as an approximation of the
promoted state of the reactant R, denoted by R*. In this way,
one has obtained the rudimentary shape of two crossing
diabatic energy curves in a simple valence bond state
correlation diagram (VBSCD), cf. Figure 2a.
So far, we have limited our discussion to the main HL

structures. As evident from Figure 1, other (secondary) VB
structures can be defined as well, namely the ionic and CT
states. These structures mix with the 1R and 2P structures along
the reaction coordinate. Let us first consider the effect of
mixing in the ionic structures. Ionic structures 3 and 4
contribute to the H−SiH3 Lewis bond in 1R, while 5 and 6
contribute to the full Lewis bond in 2P. Often, these ionic
structures are directly combined with the HL structures to
form the so-called diabatic reactant and product Lewis states,
offering a more accurate description of R, R*, P, and P*,
respectively (Figure 2b).
In the case that structures 1R and 2P provide a reasonably

accurate description of the reactant and product electronic
structure respectively (as they do for the model reaction
considered here), the correction to the energy provided by
mixing in these secondary VB structures (also called the
covalent-ionic resonance energy) is rather small, so that the
overall shape of the crossing curves is preserved. However, as
we will discuss below, in the case that a single structure cannot
describe the full wave function accurately, i.e., in the case of
extensively delocalized species, the resonance energy can be
quite significant, and fluctuations in this quantity along the
reaction coordinate will directly affect the curvature of the PES
(vide inf ra).

At this point, we would like to note that the fact that 1R and
2P are good descriptors of R and P is reflected in the respective
spin density distributions. Thus, in both the reactant and
product, our calculations indicate that the radical electrons are
almost perfectly localized in both the reactant and the product,
i.e., the NBO spin density on respectively the C- and Si-center
approaches unity: ρ(C) = 1.08e and ρ(Si) = 0.97e.
As explained in refs 15 and 16, the promotion energies, GR

and GP, required to excite R to R* and P to P*, can be
expressed as the singlet−triplet excitation energy of respec-
tively the active reactant and product bond (H−SiH3/
H−CH3). These quantities correspond approximately to
twice the respective bond energies.15 This promotion energy,
together with the thermodynamic driving force (ΔErp),
determines the height of the crossing point between the two
energy curves. The following universal expression for the
approximate height of this crossing point has previously been
derived by Shaik et al.,17

= + ΔE f G E0.5crossing 0 0 rp (1)

where f 0G0 corresponds to a fraction ( f 0) of the average of the
promotion gap on the reactant and product sides,

= +G G G0.5( )0 R P (2)

Once the energy curves corresponding to the full diabatic
reactant and product states have been constructed, one
proceeds to consider the interaction between the individual
diabatic states and to complete thereby the shape of the
adiabatic energy curve. At the optimal reactant geometry, the
adiabatic energy curve coincides with the diabatic curve R (R*
does not contribute to the wave function in this geometry),
and equivalently, at the optimal product geometry, the
adiabatic curve coincides with the diabatic curve P. However,
at the crossing point between the two diabatic energy curves
(corresponding to the transition state (TS) geometry), the
reactant and product states mix significantly, pushing the
adiabatic energy curve below the crossing point and leading to
an avoided crossing in the VBSCD.
So far, we have not discussed structures 7−10 in Figure 2.

These structures correspond to CT states because they involve
an odd number of electrons in both the right-hand and left-
hand bonds. At the optimal reactant or product geometries, 7−
10 generally do not mix with the main structures 1R and 2P, so

Figure 2. VB reactivity diagrams, depicting the diabatic and adiabatic energy curves along the reaction coordinate connecting the reactants (R), i.e.,
H3C

• and H-SiH3, to the products (P), i.e., H3C−H and •SiH3. (a) The HL structures (i.e., 1R and 2P) are a first-order approximation of the
electronic structures of R and P (as well as their excited analogues R* and P*) for the considered reaction. (b) The same VB diagram but now with
the (secondary) ionic structures mixed into the diabatic reactant and product states (indicated by a change of color of the curves). This mixing
leads to a stabilization of each of the considered species: the bold black lines, associated with the full electronic structures of R, P, R*, and P*,
respectively, are all lower in energy than the corresponding bold blue lines, associated with the energy levels of the individual HL structures 1R and
2P. GR and GP denote the promotion energies on the reactant and product side, respectively. (c) The same VB diagram but now with the adiabatic
curve, arising from the mixing of the individual diabatic curves, included in bold. ΨTS denotes the transition state, and B corresponds to the
resonance interaction between the two curves in the TS geometry.
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they do not contribute to the reactant and product diabatic
states. However, this mixing does become allowed in the
region around the TS geometry (cf. Figure 2b). As such,
inclusion of the CT states in the VB diagram pushes the
adiabatic curve even further down in energy in this region. The
final energy hill obtained, after taking all the mixing between
the individual diabatic states into account, corresponds to the
observed barrier of the chemical reaction (Figure 2c). The
total amount of resonance stabilization of the transition state
compared to the crossing point between reactant and product
state is generally denoted by B.
By adding this B-factor, one can amend eq 1 to yield an

expression for the approximate barrier height associated with a
generic chemical reaction,

Δ = + Δ −⧧E f G E B0.50 0 rp (3)

Let us now apply this equation to estimate the activation
energy associated with the specific reaction we have taken as a
model throughout this analysis, i.e., the H-abstraction reaction
between H3C

• and H−SiH3. Using the previously determined
properties of the curves for hydrogen abstraction reactions
involving hydrocarbons, f 0 amounts approximately to 0.348,
and B to 50 kcal/mol.15,26,27 For H−SiH3, the experimental
BDE amounts to 87 kcal/mol, and for H−CH3, this quantity
amounts to 105 kcal/mol. As such, the averaged promotion
gap G0 can be crudely estimated to amount to 192 kcal/mol.
Furthermore, since the overall effect of the hydrogen exchange
reaction under consideration is the breaking of a Si−H bond
and the formation of a C−H bond, the thermodynamic driving
force ΔErp can be approximated as the energy difference
between the two corresponding BDE values, i.e., ΔErp ≈ −18
kcal/mol. Inserting all these quantities into eq 3 leads to an
estimated activation energy for the reaction of approximately
7.8 kcal/mol.
Calculation of the PES at UB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory

(with ZPE correction included) leads to an actual reaction
barrier of 6.9 kcal/mol and a thermodynamic driving force of
−13.4 kcal/mol. As such, these computed values agree within a
reasonable margin with the crudely estimated ones, illustrating
the usefulness of the VB model outlined above.
How Does Delocalization Affect the VBSCD Curve

Shapes? In the previous section, we described a model
reaction which involves a localized radical electron, so that
both the reactant and product state could be approximated
initially by a single (HL) structure. Let us now consider what
happens to the shape of the PES when extensive delocalization
enters the picture.
We focus again on a model: the hydrogen exchange reaction

between allyl radical and SiH4. It should be clear that a
reaction between these two reagents can give rise to several
reaction products. For the sake of the argument that follows,
let us focus specifically on the products shown in Figure 3 (P1
and P2), which are the most likely ones to arise. Obviously,
these two products are chemically equivalent, but mathemati-
cally (when one assigns a uniform set of labels to the individual
C-atoms), or if one ethylenic carbon is 14C, their electronic
structure is described distinctively.
Contrary to the localized (radical) system from the previous

section, it is now impossible to define a single VB structure
that represents the reactant state: the wave function associated
with the allyl radical inherently consists of a linear combination
of two equivalent Lewis VB structures (Figure 4a). The extent

of mixing of the two equivalent localized structures taking part
in the total wave function is significant; quantitative VB
calculations at the VBSCF/6-311++G** level of theory point
to an overall resonance stabilization of approximately 22 kcal/
mol for the full wave function compared to its localized
constituents (cf. Computational Details). As a consequence of
the delocalized nature of the allyl radical, the atom-condensed
spin density on neither of the extremal carbon centers of the
allyl radical approaches unity; they both amount to 0.63e
instead (with the central carbon center carrying a negative spin
density of −0.27e; for a VB analysis of the origins of the
negative spin density on the central carbon atom, see page 216
in ref 15). The individual products, on the other hand, can be
perfectly described by a single (Lewis) VB structure each
(Figure 4b). As a consequence, the radical centers for these
species are perfectly localized: the NBO spin density on the Si-
atom approaches unity (ρ(Si) = 0.97e).
Note that the fact that 3P1 best describes the first product in

Figure 3 (P1) does not mean that the other product VB
structure does not formally partake in the wave function
associated with P1: 4P2 will nominally contribute to the full
electronic structure of this first product as well, but its weight
will essentially be zero since it can be expected to be much
higher in energy than 3P1 in this geometry, and the resonance
energy it provides will be negligible (Figure 5). The exact same
reasoning applies to the second product in Figure 3 (P2).
As such, one can conclude that the resonance energy

associated with the delocalization of the radical electron which

Figure 3. Some potential products formed from the reaction between
allyl• and SiH4. The “+” signs indicate that the species on opposite
sides of this sign do not interact; i.e., they are perfectly separated.

Figure 4. (a) Resonance mixing of the two localized structures and
the resulting delocalized allyl radical. The displayed resonance energy
was calculated at the VBSCF/6-311++G** level of theory. (b) Some
relevant covalent VB structures associated with the products of the
reaction between allyl radical and silane.
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is present in the reactant is lost once either of the possible
products is reached.
Note that the impact of the loss of delocalization is reflected

in both the evolution of the spin density distribution
throughout the reaction and the geometry of the system.
Whereas in the reactant allyl radical the two C−C bonds are
equal in length due to the resonance between the two
individual localized VB structures, the product propene has
two unequal C−C bonds: a short one corresponding to the
double bond, and a long one corresponding to the single bond
in the dominant product VB structure (cf. 3P1 in Figure 5).
Let us consider now how this loss of resonance energy

impacts the PES exactly by constructing the VBSCD associated
with the reaction under consideration (Figure 6).
In the reactant geometry, the reactant state R is resonance

stabilized due to the interaction between the localized 1R and
2R states; vide supra (Figure 4a). The excited reactant state

(R*) can be expected to be equally delocalized in this
geometry: 3P1 and 4P2 are degenerate in the reactant geometry,
and hence they will contribute equally to the wave function.
On the product side, the product state P isas mentioned
localized. Since P* corresponds to the vertical excitation of P,
this state shares the same (localized) geometry of the product,
and hence, it will also be mainly localized (though it can retain
a partial delocalized character in the case that the geometrical
differences between R and P are not too significant, vide inf ra).
As such, for a delocalized species undergoing a (localization)

reaction, the product states are both destabilized relative to the
reactant states in the VBSCD. The extent of destabilization is
related to the resonance energy present in the reactant state
but usually does not correspond quantitatively to this quantity:
the previously mentioned geometric relaxation of the system
throughout the reaction increasingly accommodatesand thus
stabilizesthe emerging dominant product VB structure,
which compensates part of the resonance energy loss. For
our model H-abstraction reaction involving the delocalized
allyl radical, we obtain a thermodynamic driving force ΔErp of
+5.7 kcal/mol. Thus, since ΔErp for the corresponding reaction
involving the localized H3C

• amounted to −13.4 kcal/mol (cf.
the previous section), one can estimate the actual relative
destabilization of the product state for this specific localized
product at 19.1 kcal/mol. Hence, the total amount of
resonance energy present in the reactant state should be
considered as an upper limit and a guide value for the relative
product destabilization.
According to the Bell−Evans−Polanyi principle,28 a

destabilization of the product compared to the reactant, i.e.,
a decrease in the thermodynamic driving force ΔErp, should
induce an increase in the activation energy associated with the
reaction. A similar expectation emerges from analysis of the
approximate reaction barrier height equation introduced in the
previous section, cf. eq 2: given that ΔΔErp amounted to 19.1
kcal/mol when comparing the H-abstraction reaction involving
H3C

• with the one involving allyl•, one can estimate ΔΔE⧧ to
amount to approximately 9.5 kcal/mol, assuming that the other
factors in the expression remain more or less constant. This is
exactly what emerges from our UB3LYP/cc-pVTZ calcu-
lations: ΔE⧧ amounts to 6.9 kcal/mol for H3C

•, and for allyl•

ΔE⧧ is calculated to amount to 16.5 kcal/mol (Figure 7).

Figure 5. Geometry of product P1 (top) and the valence bond mixing
diagram of 3P1 and 4P2 which generates this product (bottom). In the
P1 geometry, VB structure 3P1 is much lower in energy than structure
4P2. Consequently, 4P2 only contributes formally to the adiabatic
ground state of P1; the mixing between the two structures is
essentially zero, giving rise to an adiabatic state P1 (shown in red)
that consists more or less exclusively of structure 3P1.

Figure 6. VB reactivity diagram for the H-abstraction reaction
between allyl• and H−SiH3.

Figure 7. Potential energy surface for the hydrogen abstraction
reaction of allyl• and H3C

• with SiH4. Calculations were performed at
the UB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Energies are denoted in kcal/
mol (ZPE included).
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So far, we have only focused on a single prototypical radical
reaction type, i.e., H-abstraction. However, it is important to
underscore that our analysis is universally valid: consider, for
example, the PESs associated with the radical addition reaction
involving respectively H3C

• and allyl• with ethylene (Figure 8).
Now, our calculations indicate that ΔΔErp amounts to 17.4
kcal/mol, and this relative product destabilization gives rise to
a ΔE⧧ of 7.3 kcal/mol.

Spin Density Distribution as a Probe for the
Regioselective Preference. In the previous two sections,
we have explored how spin delocalization affects the PES
associated with a radical reaction by considering a prototypical
localized and delocalized radical: delocalization energy acts in
the first place as a thermodynamic penalty, destabilizing
localized products relative to their corresponding delocalized
reactants. This relative product destabilization not only causes
a decrease in the thermodynamic driving force (ΔErp) but also
induces a commensurate increase in the reaction barrier height
(ΔE⧧)17,18 according to the Bell−Evans−Polanyi principle.
Additionally, we have already briefly discussed how the extent
of delocalization within a molecule can be gauged through
inspection of the local spin density distribution: localized
radicals have a single radical center for which the spin density
approaches unity; for delocalized radicals, the spin density is
spread out over several centers. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the literature is abound with data corroborating
the conclusions of this analysis and underscoring its universal
validity for organic (C-based) compounds: the role of the spin
density distribution as a local reactivity indicator to infer
reactivity trends in radicals and (di/poly)radicals alike has
been accepted for quite some time already.6

In the present section, we will illustrate how, starting from
this knowledge, the spin density distribution emerges as a
natural reactivity indicator for radical molecules containing
multiple reactive sites, able to infer the “most favorable”
reaction pathway, i.e., the regioselectivity. Once more, we will
focus on an example compound, the enol radical (H2C

CHO•) shown in Figure 9a. A simple electronic structure
calculation reveals that the radical electron in this compound is

mainly localized on the outermost C-center: the NBO spin
density on this atom amounts to 0.79e, the O-atom on the
other end of the molecule carries a spin density of 0.36e, and
the middle C-atom carries −0.11e.
In agreement with these calculated spin densities, we find

that the localized VB structure in which the unpaired electron
resides on the C-atom is significantly more stable than the one
in which the radical resides on the O-atom: for the former
structure, the resonance energy separating it from the
delocalized resonance hybrid amounts to only 11 kcal/mol,
whereas for the latter, this resonance energy amounts to almost
47 kcal/mol (Figure 9b). As such, given the analysis in the
previous section, one can reasonably expect that this radical
compound will preferentially engage in radical reactivity
through the C-center: reacting from this side of the molecule
causes a much smaller loss of delocalization energy throughout
the reaction.
In Figure 10, we show the calculated PESs for both reaction

pathways, together with their respective localized analogues,
i.e., the H-abstraction from SiH4 by H3C

• and HO•. It should
be noted that, for the considered pathways of the vinyloxy
radical, the change in ΔE⧧ compared to the respective localized
analogue estimated from eq 2 is not quantitatively identical to
half the amount of resonance energy lost throughout the
reaction, i.e., ΔΔErp (cf. eq 3). The reason for these apparent
deviations is obviously connected to non-negligible shifts in the
other factors in this equation, i.e., changes to the curvature (the
f 0-factor), the promotion energies on the reactant and product
side (GR and GP), and the resonance energy in the TS
geometry (B).15,16 Nevertheless, the trends outlined in the
previous section are clearly preserved: the less the radical
electron is localized on a specific site (as probed by the spin
density distribution), the higher the amount of delocalization
energy lost throughout the reaction involving this site, which is
reflected in a rise of ΔErp compared to the localized reaction
analogue, as well as a commensurate increase of ΔE⧧.
It should be clear from Figure 10 that inspection of the spin

density distribution leads to the correct regioselectivity for the
vinyloxy radical: the H-abstraction reaction will preferentially
take place from the site with the highest spin density, i.e., the
C-side. As such, the spin density is indeed a very useful local
reactivity descriptor to estimate the preferential reaction
pathway, i.e., the regioselectivity, for this molecule.
It should be noted thatas an added bonusour foregoing

analysis straightforwardly reveals the general condition which

Figure 8. Potential energy surface for the addition reaction of allyl•

and H3C
• with ethylene. Calculations were performed at the

UB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Energies are denoted in kcal/
mol (ZPE included).

Figure 9. (a) NBO spin density distribution for the vinyloxy radical,
calculated at the UB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. (b) Interaction
between the localized resonance structure giving rise to the
delocalized ground state of vinyloxy• (H2CCHO•). Resonance
energies were calculated at the VBSCF/6-311++G** level of theory.
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leads to correct prediction of radical reactivity trends and
regioselectivity from spin densities: the difference in
delocalization penalty for the two sites of the delocalized
molecule has to exceed the difference in thermodynamic
driving forces between the corresponding localized species
ΔΔErp‑local, i.e., ΔErp,HO

• − ΔErp,H3C
•. In Figure 10, ΔΔErp‑local

for the localized analogues (HO• and H3C
•) amounted to

−11.5 kcal/mol, i.e., −24.9 − (−13.4) kcal/mol, and the
difference in delocalization penalty amounted to 23.3 kcal/
mol, i.e., 34.4 − 11.1 kcal/mol. It is only because the
magnitude of the latter value exceeds the former that the site of
the delocalized molecule exhibiting the highest spin density
(the C-atom) corresponds to the most thermodynamically
stable product. If the difference in delocalization energy would
have been lower than ΔΔErp‑local, then the inherent reactivity
difference of HO• compared to H3C

• would have overridden
the delocalization effect, so that an attack at the O-site, which
carries the lowest spin density, would have corresponded to a
slightly higher thermodynamic driving force than an attack at
the C-site.
For organic molecules in general, this spin density-based

strategy can be expected to work reasonably well, since the
delocalized systems typically exhibit a very limited diversity in
their elemental composition, and the magnitude of the
delocalization in these compounds is usually significant
compared to the differences in inherent reactivity among the
localized analogues. Plenty of experimental and theoretical
evidence exists to circumstantiate this assertion.6

Potential Pitfalls and Exceptions: The Extraordinary
Case of O2. The previous sections may have given the
impression that analysis of spin density distributions is an

almost foolproof approach to probe the relative magnitude of
the delocalization energy loss associated with a delocalized
species upon reaction, andas a consequenceto infer
reactivity trends among series of (di/poly)radical compounds
and regioselectivities. In the present section, we want to stress
that this is not always the case, since spin density distributions
do not always reveal the full intricate complexity of the wave
function associated with the compound under consideration.
The best example to illustrate the limitations of the spin

density approach is the extraordinary O2 molecule. The triplet
state of this diatomic molecule contains two unpaired
electrons, and hence, the spin density on either of the two
O-atoms making up this molecule amounts to 1e. Based on our
previous analysis, this seemingly localized nature of the radical
electrons in O2 could lead to the false impression that this
molecule should undergo reaction in a similar fashion as the
HO• radical: the H-abstraction from SiH4, for example, should
be an (almost) barrierless and highly exothermic process due
to the seemingly localized radical electrons. Fortunately, every
reader can attest that this is most definitely not what happens
in reality: we obviously do not combust spontaneously upon
exposure to the earthly atmosphere full of 3O2 surrounding
us!29

The root cause for this apparent contradiction can be found
in the extraordinary electronic structure of this species: in
contrast to what one would conclude from a naive analysis of
the spin density distribution, this molecule is, in reality, highly
resonance stabilized. A simple molecular orbital diagram for O2
reveals that the frontier orbitals of this compound consist of
two pairs of degenerate orbitalsrespectively πx,πy and
πx*,πy*emerging from the individual px and py atomic

Figure 10. Potential energy surfaces for the H-abstraction reactions from SiH4 involving the O-moiety (left-hand side; the blue profile) and C-
moiety (right-hand side; the black profile) of vinyloxy•, together with their corresponding localized analogues HO• and H3C

• (red and lilac profiles,
respectively). Energies are denoted in kcal/mol (ZPE included). Note that the reaction between HO• and SiH4 (red profile) is essentially
barrierless at the level of theory considered (UB3LYP/cc-pVTZ); the thermodynamic driving force is so significant that the reactants
spontaneously react upon encounter.
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orbitals. Four different VB structures arise from the
distribution of six electronsfour of α-spin and two of β-
spinover these four valence 2px-π and 2py-π atomic orbitals
in the triplet ground state of this compound (Figure 11).

The four VB structures depicted in Figure 11 interact
significantly; calculations at the VBSCF/6-311++G** level of
theory performed within the context of the present study
indicate that the total resonance energy, i.e., the energy
difference between one of the isolated lowest-energy structures
(A and D) and the full resonance hybrid, amounts to 79 kcal/
mol.30 The presence of this resonance energy will obviously
impact the PESs associated with any reaction involving this
delocalized species. One can straightforwardly estimate the
“resonance penalty” associated with reactions involving this
molecule by realizing that structures A and D individually
correspond to fully localized (double) radicals; i.e., they are
more or less equivalent to the fully localized HO•. Hence, the
resonance penalty relative to HO• should not be far off from
the total resonance energy present in the π-system, i.e., 79
kcal/mol. Indeed, our calculations reveal that the H-
abstraction reaction from SiH4 by delocalized 3O2 is 64 kcal/
mol more endothermic than the corresponding reaction by
HO• (Table 1). In analogy to what we observed before, this

difference in ΔErp is translated into an increase in ΔE⧧ by 39
kcal/mol. Similar results are also found for the addition
reactions to ethylene.
We would like to end this section by emphasizing that the

relative inertness of 3O2 should not be considered as a violation
or repudiation of the VB delocalization perspective. Rather, it
is a prime example of a situation where the spin density
distribution does not capture the inherent delocalization, in

two perpendicular planes (cf. Figure 11), present within the
wave function.

Extending the VB Delocalization Perspective to
Other Local Reactivity Descriptors: The Case of the
Fukui Function. So far, the only local reactivity descriptor we
have considered was the spin density distribution. The goal of
the present section is to demonstrate that our approach can
straightforwardly be extended to other reactivity descriptors as
well. We will focus specifically on the Fukui function, a local
reactivity descriptor associated with nucleophilic/electrophilic
reactivity which emerges from conceptual DFT.31 Once more,
let us turn to a model reaction: the methylation of (the
ambident) vinyloxy anion (cf. Figure 12).

Analogously to the case of the vinyloxy radical discussed
before, vinyloxy anion can react in two different ways: either
through the C-site or through the O-site. Within a conceptual
DFT approach, the most nucleophilic site of this compound is
usually probed by the spatial distribution of the Fukui function
for electrophilic attack f −(r),1−3,32
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where ρ(r) corresponds to the electron density and N
corresponds to the number of electrons in the compound.
Let us now show how the Fukui function emerges within our

qualitative VB framework by constructing the VBSCD
associated with this reaction. For nucleo-/electrophilic
reactions, the product-state curve, i.e., the curve connecting
the promoted reactant state (R*) to the product state (P) in
the VBSCD (vide supra), corresponds to an excited charge-
transfer state. In the case of the reaction considered here, the
relevant CT state is the one in which an electron is transferred
from the vinyloxy anion to H3C−X, as shown in Figure 13a. As
such, R* corresponds to an isolated vinyloxy radical and an
equally isolated σ*-radical anion H3C−X−. The vinyloxy
radical species in R* will obviously be delocalized: it is a
hybrid of one localized structure in which the unpaired
electron resides on the C-atom and one in which this radical
electron resides on the O-atom (vide supra; cf. Figure 9b).
As the reaction proceeds, i.e., as one advances from R

toward P, the resonance energy between these two localized
structures in this vinyloxy radical in the product state curve will
be lost: the methylation occurs on either the C- or O-side. As
such, one can expect that the most stable product will be
associated with the localized VB structure with the highest
weight in the promoted product state R*, since the
corresponding mode of attack will involve the lowest
“resonance penalty” to be paid. Hence, based on Figure 9b,
one can infer that the C-attack will be the most thermodynami-
cally favorable reaction pathway. Figure 13b enables one to
visualize the specific product state curves associated with the
two competing reaction pathways.

Figure 11. Four main VB structures A−D, contributing to the ground
state of 3O2. The four α-spin electrons each occupy one of the four
2p-π atomic orbitals, so that only the β-spin electrons (in red) are
delocalized.

Table 1. Comparison of the Barrier Heights (ΔE⧧) and
Reaction Energies (ΔErp) of H-Abstraction from SiH4 and
Addition to Ethylene for 3O2 and HO•

H-abstraction from SiH4 addition to ethylene

ΔE⧧

(kcal/mol)
ΔErp

(kcal/mol)
ΔE⧧

(kcal/mol)
ΔErp

(kcal/mol)
3O2 39.2 39.2 32.9 32.7

HO• − −24.9 − −24.7

Figure 12. Possible outcomes for the methylation reaction between
vinyloxy anion and CH3X (X = Cl, I, Br, ...).
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Previous calculations performed by Mayr and co-workers
confirm the analysis so far: even though the absolute ΔErp
values coming out of their calculations were determined to be
highly dependent on the nature of the halogen in H3C−X, the
relative difference in thermodynamic driving force between the
C- and O-attack, i.e., ΔΔErp, consistently amounted to
approximately 20 kcal/mol in favor of the C-attack.12

Let us now take a moment to contemplate what we have
achieved so far. We have demonstrated that, for nucleophilic
attack involving an ambident reactant, the thermodynamic
stability of the individual products is determined by the
corresponding “resonance/delocalization penalty”, in a similar
way as it was demonstrated to be the case for (di)radical
reactions. Contrary to our analysis in the previous sections, the
resonance penalty cannot be probed now simply by
considering spin density distributions. Instead, one ought to
analyze the delocalization of the radical electron which emerges in
the ambident reactant af ter one electron has been removed f rom
this species. Effectively, this delocalization can be probed by
considering the distribution of the highest occupied molecular
orbital of the nucleophile, i.e., the HOMO, since from an MO
perspective, the radical electron emerging from the removal of
an electron from the species will be located in this orbital.
Turning back now to eq 4 at the beginning of this section, one
should realize that we have ef fectively recovered the idea of a
Fukui function as a local reactivity descriptor f rom a purely VB
perspective! Indeed, one finds that the HOMO of vinyloxy
anion is disproportionally localized on the extremal C-atom
(Figure 14), and consequently, the atom-condensed Fukui
function in vinyloxy anion has a much higher amplitude on this
site as well (ρ(C) = 0.53e, ρ(O) = 0.34e; cf. Computational
Details).
Let us now complete the construction of the VBSCD which

we started in Figure 13. What is still missing in this diagram are

the reactant state curves. Obviously, the shape and curvature of
these state curves will be governed by the relative stability of
their respective end points, i.e., the excited product state P*.
Which product geometry will stabilize the electronic structure
of the reactant state the most? This can be straightforwardly
inferred by considering the VB composition of the delocalized
vinyloxy anion species (Figure 15).

From Figure 15, one can clearly conclude that this species is
best described by the localized VB structure in which the
negative charge resides on the oxygen moiety. One can
logically expect that a product geometry stabilizing this
dominant localized VB structure will be lower in energy than
one in which this dominant structure is destabilized. As such,
the excited product P* associated with the O-attack reaction
pathway ought to be more stable than the one associated with
the C-attack pathway for the reaction under consideration.
Completing the diagram in Figure 13 this way, one ends up
with the VBSCD shown in Figure 16.
Note that according to Figure 16, GP,O < GP,C. Hence, we

now have two counteracting factors influencing the barrier
heights of the respective reaction pathways, cf. eq 3. Whereas
the thermodynamic driving force relatively stabilizes the
reaction barrier associated with the C-pathway, the promotion
energy (on the product side) relatively stabilizes the reaction
barrier associated with the O-side.
Which one of these two reaction pathways would be

kinetically favored; i.e., which one of these pathways exhibits
the lowest barrier in reality? Obviously, this depends on which
one of the two factors impacting the activation energies
dominates; the previously mentioned calculations performed
by Mayr et al. indicate that, for the specific reaction considered
here, the O-methylation reaction pathway exhibits a slightly
lower activation energy than the C-pathway (ΔΔE⧧ = 2−3

Figure 13. (a) The CT state in the reactant geometry corresponding
to the product state curve in the VBSCD for the methylation reaction
of vinyloxy anion. (b) The specific product state curves associated
with the two competing reaction pathways.

Figure 14. HOMO orbital of vinyloxy anion calculated at the B3LYP/
cc-pVTZ level of theory. Note that the orbital is mainly located on the
extremal C-atom.

Figure 15. Interaction between the localized resonance structure
giving rise to the delocalized ground state of vinyloxy anion.
Resonance energies were calculated at the VBSCF/6-311++G**
level of theory.
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kcal/mol).12 Plenty of other ambident nucleophiles and
electrophiles are known to exhibit a similar behavior; i.e., the
exhibited kinetic preference differs from the thermodynamic
preference.11,13

Note that the observation that kinetic and thermodynamic
preferences do not generally agree in electrophilic/nucleophilic
reactions is in contrast with the radical reactivity analyzed in
the previous sections. There, one could safely assume that, in
most cases, the differences in ΔErp would dominate the
reaction barrier heights ΔE⧧. Due to the charge-transfer
relationship between the two state curves making up the
VBSCD for nucleophilic/electrophilic reactions, this is not the
case here anymore.
Hence, even though the Fukui function, i.e., the spatial

HOMO/LUMO distributions, can be extremely useful to infer
general reactivity trends for electrophilic/nucleophilic reac-
tivity, its accuracy in predicting the product selectivity in
ambident reactivity is limited. This local reactivity descriptor
will generally point to the thermodynamically favored reaction
pathway, but the kineticswhich govern the product
selectivities in most casesdo not always follow suit.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In the present contribution, we have examined how local
reactivity descriptors shape the potential energy surface
associated with chemical reactions. We demonstrated that
many common local descriptors, e.g., the spin density
distribution for radical reactions and the Fukui function for
electro-/nucleophilic reactions, can essentially be regardedin
one way or anotheras indirect measures of delocalization,
i.e., resonance stabilization, of the reactants within (qualitative)
VB theory. The inherent connection between (spatial)
delocalization and (energetic) resonance stabilization embed-
ded in this theory provides a natural and elegant framework
through which the impact of individual local reactivity
descriptors on the global PES can be analyzed and understood.

Through consideration of a set of simpleyet relevant
model systems, we laid out some general conditions under
which these descriptors can be expected to succeed at
predicting reactivity trends and regioselectivities, and when
they can be expected to go astray.
For (di)radical reactions, we demonstrated that the

delocalization/resonance penalty associated with specific
reaction pathways will affect in the first place the
thermodynamic driving force, ΔErp, which in its turn induces
a modification of the corresponding activation energy, ΔE⧧,
according to the Bell−Evans−Polanyi principle. As such, as
long as the differences in resonance penalty between two
pathways exceed the inherent difference in ΔErp between the
respective localized analogues, one can infer both thermody-
namic and kinetic preference from analysis of the spin density
distributions.
For nucleophilic/electrophilic reactions, the Fukui function

plays a similar role as the spin density distribution for radical
reactions in shaping the state curves in the VBSCD associated
with the reaction, but with the important distinction that it is
now only the product state curve which is affected by this
descriptor. Hence, analysis of the Fukui function will generally
lead to the identification of the thermodynamically favored
product, but the kinetic preference is not necessarily the
thermodynamically preferred one. This offers a clear
explanation for the failure of Fukui function analysis to
correctly predict the experimentally observed (kinetic) product
selectivities for ambident reactivity.
Overall, our analysis provides new insights into the role

played byas well as the limitations oflocal reactivity
descriptors. The present contribution effectively forms a f irst
bridge between two seemingly detached and irreconcilable realms
within chemical theory: conceptual density functional theory and
valence bond theory. We anticipate that further interplay
between these two theories will lead to a productive synergy
which may induce enhanced conceptual understanding of
various chemical problems.20
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